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is going to take place.”

INVITING YOU INTO A DEEPER PLACE OF
UNDERSTANDING MY WAYS IN THIS MOMENT
FOR THE NEW ERA AND MIGHTY SHIFT TAKING
PLACE NOW. IT’S IMPORTANT TO LISTEN
MORE THAN YOU SPEAK RIGHT NOW”
by Lana Vawser Ministries

I have been feeling the weight of His presence
heavier in the last few weeks than I have ever
felt.I am feeling the heart of God drawing
His people into a deeper place of intimacy
and a deeper place of hearing His voice.
The heralding from the heart of the Father to
understand the times and the seasons that we
are in.
As I sat with the Lord recently He has been
speaking to me over and over about the
major alignment that is taking place in the
body of Christ right now where He is focusing
His people back upon Him and drawing His
people deeper into ministering to HIM first and
foremost.
As I pondered this with the Lord I heard the
Lord speak over the prophets right now. I heard
Him say “Prophets, I am inviting you into this
deeper place of understanding of My ways in
this moment for what is taking place and what

There was such a strong
invitation in the
atmosphere to “come
away” with Him and to
hear His heart for what
He is doing and what is
to come. Then His voice
thundered loudly:
“It’s IMPORTANT right
now to LISTEN more than
you SPEAK.”
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MY words that I have spoken for this era are
NOW coming to pass”, or “look how the word
God gave ME is being confirmed”. I began to
hear phrase after phrase after phrase of ‘self
exaltation’ rising in the atmosphere louder
than ever.
It was then that I felt His love and His invitation
SO deeply. I felt His love wooing prophets deep
into His heart. The words thundered over the
prophets again, those who have been in that
place of parading the prophetic and those who
haven’t, but the word of the Lord was the same.
“LISTEN more than you SPEAK.”

GOD IS REVEALING HIS SECRETS
RIGHT NOW (Amos 3:6-7)
My heart was overwhelmed in that moment with
the weight of the moment we are in. Prophets,
God is revealing such deep revelation for this
new era with SUCH depth and SUCH detail
but the Lord was very strong in His words,
do not be QUICK to share everything He is
showing you and not everything He is showing
you is to be shared. This is a time in the earth
where the body of Christ needs comfort and
encouragement, and they need the voice of the
prophets, but in the spirit I saw an imbalance
and the Lord is wanting to draw the prophets
into a deeper well of revelation than they have
ever been in concerning the ways of God
(Isaiah 55:11) and things to come.
The Lord kept highlight Ezekiel 47 to me and
the depth of the river. The Lord spoke to me
that there is a temptation right now to “run”
with revelation from the Lord as soon as He
releases it, but the River is rising, His River of
revelation is rising and

He wants His prophets to
wade DEEPLY in the River.
Don’t rush. He wants you
to minister to HIM and to
LINGER and allow the
words that He is releasing
to you to mature and
marinate deeper than they
ever have and they will
then carry greater weight
and His Glory than ever
WATCH FAYE
before. There is a silence
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before the Lord that He is
calling the prophets deeper into to listen and
meditate.

THE EYES OF GOD ARE ROAMING
OVER THE PROPHETS RIGHT NOW
What I saw next struck me deeply. I saw the
eyes of God roaming over the prophets. He
was looking for prophets who were ministering
first and foremost to Him and their hearts were
pure before the Lord not using the prophetic or
revelation for self-gain or self-exaltation, but
simply lingering with the Lord, ministering to
Him first and foremost and loving on Him. He is
looking right now amongst the prophets for who
is hungering and lingering to know His heart
and truly know His ways and these are the
ones that will carry the weighty revelation and
keys for this new era.
I saw the Lord open a treasure chest and this
treasure chest was labelled “Keys that have
not been seen or expected”. These were keys
of revelation that have been stored for such a
time as this and they were such weighty keys
of revelation from the Word of God and in the
heart of God to bring SIGNIFICANT shift in
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the body of Christ and in the nations. They
were words that would go forth like swords
and hammers and cause almost sudden
manifestations in the natural. These revelations
were revelations so deep that only the mature
and the pure of heart could carry.
The Lord reminded me of a dream recently and
I saw a prophet receiving an invitation to sit at
a piano and they were sitting down to learn the
new music sheet that was put before them. The
Lord spoke to me in the dream that there is a
new sound, and a new rhythm being released
from His heart right now that will only be
received by the prophets that are in the place
of humility and teachability. Allowing the Holy
Spirit to teach and to instruct in the partnering
with this new sound being sounded in the spirit.
The Lord’s heart for ALL prophets to walk
in this place, gripped me. The invitation is
available, but it requires humility and it requires
a purity of heart before the Lord.The Lord
showed me that many of the prophets that are
going to rise and take their place in this hour,
they are those that have been hidden. They
are those who have been trained and been
ministering to the Lord in the hidden place.
They are not known by ‘man’ in their level of
influence, but they are known by GOD. They
are coming out of their caves. They are deeply
grounded in the Word of God, they are mature,
and their hearts are burning not to be seen by
man, but burning for Jesus and burning with
adoration for Him.
Prophets of God, the invitation upon us is
weighty. The Lord is calling us up. (Revelation
4:1) There is a DEEP hidden place in Him that

He is drawing the
prophets into right
now to SEE like we
have never seen
before and to SEE
and receive greater
understanding of
the ways of God.
This isn’t something
to be taken lightly.
This is something
to throw ourselves
into completely. The
King of Kings is revealing greater revelation
of His ways in this new era that have NOT
BEEN SEEN YET. They are being unveiled
now and it’s the pure in heart and the humble
that will receive these revelations with His
presence and anointing so heavily upon them
that when released will bring monumental
shifts and establishments of His structure and
government. It’s time to go in deeper. “The secret
[of the wise counsel] of the Lord is for those who fear
Him, And He will let them know His covenant and reveal
to them [through His word] its [deep, inner] meaning.”
(Psalm 25:14 AMP) Lana Vawser Ministries April 1,
2020 at 8:20 pm
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